an Electro-Voice cabinet. I also have a Craftsmen Tuner, model 10.

L. C. Dias
P. O. Box 1126
Rio De Janeiro, Brazil

You would be able to use the Pickering record compensator in your system. However, we would suggest that you examine the terminating resistor on the phonograph input of the amplifier, and if it is not 27,000 ohms, then you should replace it.

Also, it is quite likely that you will have to use some treble boost from your amplifier tone control. This will not be very much, but enough to make up for the difference in optimum terminating impedances between the GE and the Pickering cartridges.

Sir:

About one year ago I purchased a hi-fi system. The whole assembly worked fine until my music dealer convinced me that a different cartridge would improve the results. I purchased one, and then my troubles started. Upon playing any of the new records the set delivers a great deal of distortion. I have tried various remedies such as reducing the bass,

Continued on page 118
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**The "BROWNIE"**

AM-Shortwave tuner (Model L-500) adds a new dimension to your hi-fi system. The shortwave reception is equal to that of a professional communications receiver, and the AM is of the highest quality. It's the first tuner of its kind — designed principally for your hi-fi system. 

*Price $87.50*

---

**Browning Laboratories, Inc.**

750 Main Street, Winchester, Mass.

Export Div., 25 Warren St., New York, N.Y., U.S.A.
CABLE: SIMONTRICE

---

**just off the press!**

**Voice and Vision**

1955

HI-FI

HANDBOOK

- Sensitivity 1 to 2 microvolts.
- IF amplifier for broad and sharp bandwidth
- 10 kc whistle filter.
- High gain AF stage.
- Covers complete broadcast band.
- Tape recorder output.
- International shortwave band — 17 meters through 69 meters.
- Built-in high gain ferrite antennas.
- Three-control — output level control with ON-OFF switch; 3-position selector switch, AM broad, AM sharp, shortwave control and velox tuning control.
- Self contained power supply.
- Cathode follower output for remote location.

**send today for your free copy**

Dept. M-4
Voice and Vision, Inc. 33 E. Walton, Chicago 11
The complete high fidelity parts house, WH 3-1166

---

**The Jim Lansing Signature Hartsfield** — chosen by experts for your high fidelity dream set — is a magnificent new folded horn speaker system of patented design. Bass fundamentals emerge with immeasurable precision. Highs, overtones, and transients appear with the pristine perfection of present performance. The design and fabrication of the enclosure follow with unriveling exactitude the principles of faithful sound reproduction known to acoustical science. The rapidly growing high fidelity market has made it possible to bring to you, for the first time, highly refined, handcrafted speaker equipment originally designed for custom theater installations. Inspect these units at your dealer's; they are obviously different.

The Hartsfield May be purchased progressively. To begin with a D208 Signature 8" Extended Range Speaker can be installed. Later, it is replaced with an OBS two-way theater system kit. The extraordinary reproduction possible with the D206-Hartsfield combination proves two things: the value of The Hartsfield's complex structure ... the perfection of all Signature units — from the modest D208 to the ultimate OBS, if you cherish perfect sound, the speaker you buy will be...